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Leviton Lighting Brands Announce Partnership with BIOS®   
Birchwood, Intense, ConTech and Viscor expand human-centric lighting solutions  

 
Melville, NY, July 13, 2020 – Leviton Lighting Brands announce a partnership with BIOS®, a 
recognized innovator in the biological application of LED lighting, to expand its offering of human-
centric lighting solutions. Birchwood, Intense, ConTech and Viscor will integrate BIOS SkyBlue 
technology into existing product offerings.  
 
“Our partnership with BIOS is a testament to our commitment to providing human-centric solutions 
that improve overall well-being and a healthier and more productive environment,” said Richie 
Westfall, vice president and general manager of lighting and controls at Leviton. “This will allow us 
to quickly deliver more human-centric design options to our customers with a full suite of 
specification-grade general lighting, medical lighting, downlights and custom linear fixtures to meet 
any application.” 
 
BIOS technology is being integrated in products across the Leviton Lighting & Controls brands, 
including Birchwood recessed and direct and indirect linear suspended fixtures, Intense Gravity 
family, ConTech downlight and cylinder lines, and Viscor general lighting and Certolux healthcare 
lines along with Leviton controls. The fixtures will be provided in a variety of color temperatures, 
enabling the light fixtures to maintain the visual appearance as desired. The result is a more 
natural environment for indoor spaces, promoting synchronized circadian rhythms, healthier sleep 
patterns and overall well-being for occupants. 
 
For more information about Leviton Lighting Brand solutions with BIOS technology, visit 
www.leviton.com/bios. 
 
About Leviton 
Every day, Leviton is engineering possibilities that make the future happen, meeting the needs of 
today’s residential, commercial, and industrial customers globally. From electrical, to lighting, to 
data networks, and energy management, Leviton develops thoughtful solutions that help make its 
customers' lives easier, safer, more efficient and more productive. Driven by its commitment to its 
customers, the ingenuity of its employees and the safety and quality of its products and solutions, 
with Leviton, the FUTURE IS ON. For more information, visit www.leviton.com, 
www.facebook.com/leviton, www.twitter.com/leviton, or www.youtube.com/Levitonmfg 
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About BIOS 
Biological Innovations and Optimization Systems, LLC (BIOS), a NASA spin-off, is a recognized 
innovator in the biological application of LED lighting. Through continuous research and 
development, BIOS LED lighting solutions continue to be at the forefront of human-centric lighting 
and a leader in plant growth lighting. By integrating years of biological expertise, with science first 
developed for the International Space Station, BIOS is driving the circadian lighting market with a 
biology first approach and brilliant quality LEDs that can help achieve WELL Building Standards™. 
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